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Lehui’s CF55+ single-head filler and CW60 double-head cask washer are especially designed for those small and medium-sized cask 

breweries which pursue high quality beer. With a maximum capacity of 60 casks per hour, compared with similar products, our combination of 

scheme will better meet the breweries’ requirements of capacity and performance.
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CF55+ CASK FILLER
CW60 CASK WASHER

First Choice For Cask Breweries

(OPTIONAL)



Technical Data

Product Advantages

Options

Machine Features

Double-head, Extendable

SS304SS304

1700*1200*1650

Oil Free, Dry, >5bar

Working Heads 

CF55+ CW60

Capacity

Material

Dimension (L*W*H)  

Voltage

Sterile Air

Power

Weight

Water/Steam/CIP/CO2

10.1kW

330kg

Single-head, Extendable

50-60 Casks Per Hour 50-60 Casks Per Hour

1100*1400*2300

350kg

1.5kW

According To Lehui Standards

AC127/220-240V,50HZ

Model
Data

Extra Sanitary Design, Healthy and Safe

The whole machine is manufactured from SS304, and it is fully sanitary 

by using food-grade hose pipe for connecting.

Stable and High Accuracy Filling

Lehui’s sanitary peristaltic pump delivers beer and adds auxiliary 

materials on line, which enables a gentle reliable filling.

Efficient and Low Energy Consumption Cleaning

Efficient, high pressure cleaning and rinsing, no dead corners, no 

residues, complete coverage of cleaning range.

Low water consumption, with no need for draining and pre-rinsing, 6-8 

Liters of water per cask on average. More than 75% water is recycled 

for pre-rinsing.

Integrated design of water tank, for pre-rinsing and cleaning.

Satisfy the cleaning of different cask sizes (depend on requirements).

Steam sterilization

Addition of chemicals

Cleaning water tank

High accuracy flow meter is adopted to ensure precise metering.

The pump station can be separated for independent beer delivering, 

CIP cleaning and yeast delivering.

The sanitary peristalt ic pump is especial ly developed and 

manufactured by Lehui, combined with automatic control of online flow 

meter, gentle and accurate filing of foamless beer can be realized.

We reserve the right to change the mechanical specifications and designs without prior notice.

Easily upgrade to expand capacity to 80 casks per hour by adding a 

head.

Low consumption--beer flow rate control to ensure more filling and less 

foam loss.

High-efficiency--less cleaning and filling time enable operators to 

process multiple tasks at the same time.

Stability--not affected by the volume of casks, cleaning and filling time 

are stable.

Ergonomic design--reducing bending and back strain of workers.

     


